PORT EXHIBIT CONCEPT
SCIENCE AND DISCOVERY CENTER
11/2014

PRODUCTS:
OUTDOOR GARDENS:
  - CITRUS, LIMONENE
  - SUGAR CANE, MOLASSES
  - SUGAR BEETS, YEAST

AVIATION RM
  - HIGH TECH INDUSTRY

GROCERY
  - LOCAL PRODUCE
  - FISH "CAUGHT" IN BAY

PORT
  - SHIPPING
  - SHIP BUILDING
  - RR
  - TRUCKING
  - PIPES
  - CONTAINERS
  - STORAGE
  - LOADING PROD
  - COPPER, STEEL

MARINA
  - SHIPS, BOATS
  - FISHING
  - SUBMARINE

SWAMP
  - TREE PRODUCTS
  - PAPER/WOOD
  - CHIPS/SLAB
  - MILL
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS ENGAGING WITH EXHIBITS.
PORT ADVENTURE, Panama City, Florida
SCIENCE AND DISCOVERY CENTER
CONCEPT SKETCHES, JAN. 201

LOADING AREA OF PORT FEATURING TUGBOAT SHELL WITH NAVIGATION BRIDGE (with simulators), PLAY CRANES & CONTAINERS, CLIMBING & SWINGING CARGO NETS, & "TREASURE CHESTS" WITH ARTIFACTS FROM COUNTRIES SERVED BY OUR PORT.
PORT ADVENTURE: LOAD→SORT→TRUCK

MAGNET BOARD ASSEMBLE
HALF PIPE "CHUTES" TO MOVE SMALL
BALLS TO LOAD TRUCK & PLAY GAMES

SORTING HOPPER
SMALL BALLS

FRUIT GOES THRU PORT HOLE TO GROCERY

SCREW-TYPE CONVEYOR

SMALL TRUCK

MED.-SIZE FRUIT TRUCK

LARGE TRUCK CAN UNLOAD TO
PUSH-TRUCKS

SAFE CRANK & LOADING CHUTE

RIDEABLE PUSH-TRUCK TO TRAIN

J.Perry
JAN.23 '15